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Being Relevant, Staying Relevant



Being Relevant, 
Staying Relevant
Why video content is your best friend 



THE CHALLENGE 

“A museum about the 
postal service might 
not immediately spark 
your interest…”

“…but trust us when 
we tell you this is an 
unmissable 
experience.”









WHAT IS SHORT FORM 
VIDEO?

They grab your attention quickly.

They’re bite-sized and easily digestible.

They’re very shareable.

They can be spontaneous and even if they’re not 
they often look like they are.

They are almost certainly going to be watched on 
mobile.

73% of consumers prefer to watch a short-form 
video to learn about a product or service. A trend 
that’s known as ‘microlearning’.



HOW DID WE APPROACH IT?

Focussing on 1 platform and growing from there

Planning and research 

Trial and testing - committing to being reactive 

Using native tools

Repurposing

Working with different teams

Embracing the algorithm! Turns out it loves our 
pneumatic tube. 



WHAT DID WE LEARN?
TikTok Instagram



RESULTS ON AUDIENCE 

TikTok

Gained 10,800 followers in first 6 months. 

The first 2 months of TikTok were our most 
successful, but engagement and views have gone 
down.

Our audience is international – and mostly 
American. This isn’t an audience we can reach 
with marketing spend. 

4% of visitors state TikTok as a driver for a visit – 
but it took 6 months for this to register on post 
visit surveys. 

Instagram

In total, followers have increased at a 25% 
faster rate than before our focus on short 
form video.

If you want to reach new people video does it 
better. We have reached a ‘non-following’ 
audience of over 30,437 using reels. This 
means 26% of those we reach with reels 
don’t follow us. This compares to about 10% 
for static posts. 

12% of visitors state Instagram as a driver for 
a visit.



HARNESS 
THE REACH OF

INFLUENCERS



Top takeaways

Do your research first and have a plan 

Make sure it aligns with your audience development goals

Stick to the strategy but refresh the tactics

Don’t be afraid to try things and for them not to work

Lean into the data 

Harness your team’s strengths and let go a little, but not entirely

Have fun!



Any questions?

Follow us @thepostalmuseum
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